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A decision procedure involving the testing for containment is presented for determining 
whether two grammatical families (families generated by context-free grammar forms) are 
equal. It is also shown that every nontrivial grammatical family which is a proper subset of 
the family of context-free languages can be constructed in a unique canonical way from the 
family of regular sets by certain operations. Thus, two such grammatical families are equal iff 
their canonical representations are identical. 
In 1975, Cremers and Ginsburg [3] introduced the concept of a family (called a 
grammatical family) of languages generated by context-free grammars which 
resemble a fixed master grammar. Although many papers on grammatical families 
have appeared since then (see [6, 81 for bibliographies), some basic problems have 
remained open for some time, including the problem of determining whether two 
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grammatical families are equal. This suggests that additional tools are needed for the 
analysis of grammatical families. In an earlier paper [ 71, the authors developed such 
tools by taking an algebraic approach to the analysis of grammatical families, and 
establishing the 
PRIME DECOMPOSITION THEOREM. Every grammatical family can be expressed as 
a minimal sum of products of prime grammatical families in a unique way. (The 
relevant terms will be defined in the next section) 
These tools reduce the problem of determining whether one grammatical family 
includes another to the special case in which the first family is prime and the second 
is a product of primes. This paper resolves that special case to obtain a general 
decision procedure for the inclusion of one grammatical family in another, and hence 
also for the equality of grammatical families.’ It is also proven here that each 
nontrivial grammatical family properly contained in the context-free family has a 
unique canonical expression in terms of the family 5%’ of regular languages and 
certain operations on families. Thus, two grammatical families are equal if and only 
if their canonical representations are identical. Since the canonical expression for a 
grammatical family refines its minimal prime decomposition, this result extends the 
prime decomposition theorem to give a complete analysis of a grammatical family 
into unique components. 
The paper is divided into three sections and an Appendix. Section 1 contains 
definitions, notation, and some preliminary lemmas. Section 2 contains the decision 
procedures for containment and equality of grammatical families. Section 3 
establishes canonical forms for these families. And the Appendix contains the proof 
of one of the lemmas from Section 1. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
In this section, we first review some material about grammatical families. The 
reader is referred to [7] for further details. We then introduce notation to describe 
certain types of these families. Finally, we establish a number of technical lemmas 
and corollaries needed for the development (in Sections 2 and 3) of our major results. 
Let V, be a fixed infinite universe of symbols and EC, a subset of I’, such that 
Z, and V, -Z;, are both infinite. All nonterminals used in grammars2 are to be 
elements of V, - Z, and all terminals to be elements of Z, . Thus, G = (I’, Z, P, a) 
is a grammar if Z is a finite subset of Xc,, V is a finite subset of I’,, (V-Z) s 
(V, - Z,), u is in V- Z, and P is a finite subset of (V- C) x V*. 
We shall view a grammar in two different senses. The first is the customary one of 
’ In 1978, without spelling out the details, we announced the solution to the equality problem (6 1. 
More recently, Meera Blattner also announced a solution to this problem 111, but by a different method, 
one not based on a systematic decomposition theory for grammatical families. 
2 By a grammar is always meant a context-free grammar. 
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a language-generating device. The second is as a master grammar defining a family of 
grammars, each “looking like” the master one. (The latter is referred to in the 
literature as the “grammar form” sense.) A grammar G determines grammars which 
“look like” G by the notion of 
DEFINITION. An interpretation of a grammar G = (V, C, P, a) is a Stuple Z = 
&,, V,, E,, P,, A’,), where G, = (V,, C,, PI, S,) is a grammar and ,u, is a substitution 
on V* satisfying the following conditions: 
(i) p,(r) C V, - E, for all r in V - z, 
(ii) p,(a) is a finite subset of ,?_YF for all a in C, 
(iii) p,(c) Cl p,(q) = 0 for all < # rZ in V - X, 
(iv) S, is in ,~,(a), and 
(v) PI s P,(P), where P,(< + w) = 1 a -+ Y I Q in cl,(O, Y in iu,(w)l and P,(P) = 
UpinPClLPl 
Intuitively, G, is supposed to “look like” G. 
The central object of our study is the family of languages arising from the different 
interpretation grammars. 
DEFINITION. A collection 9 of languages is a grammatical family if 9 = 
{L(G,) ) Z an interpretation of G} for some grammar G, called its grummar form. Y 
is trivial if it contains only finite languages, and nontrivial, otherwise. Y is proper if 
it is nontrivial and is properly contained in the family .Y& of all context-free 
languages. 
The only trivial grammatical families are Y6 = {d}, gz = (4, (E } ),3 and ipf,, = (L 1 L 
finite}. There are decision procedures for determining whether a grammatical family 
(given by a grammar form) equals Pa, or PC, or ik7,,, or rPcF [4]. The nontrivial 
grammatical families are all full principal semi-AFLs4 [3]. 
DEFINITION. The sum of two nonempty families of languages _P and Y”, denoted 
byM@P,is {LUL’]LinY,L’inP};andtheirproduct,denotedbyS!~O’, 
is {Uy=‘=, LiLIln > 1, each L, in Y and Lf in 9’). 
Both sum and product are obviously associative, so parentheses may be omitted. 
Furthermore, 
’ E denotes the empty word. 
4 A fulZ semi-AFL is a family of languages containing a nonempty language and closed under 
homomorphism, inverse homomorphism, intersection with regular sets, and union. A full AFL is a full 
semi-AFL which is closed under product and *. If 9 is a family of languages, let .p(Iv) and -8(y) be 
the smallest full semi-AFL and smallest full AFL containing 9. A full semi-AFL 2’ is called fullprin- 
cipal if there exists a language L such that ip = .P({L)), usually written P = .9(L). For further details, 
the reader is referred to [ 5 1. 
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and 
WW3W3=(%;0);)0(~00)~ 
provided that q and P2 both contain the empty language. Thus, product distributes 
over sum for grammatical families. 
DEFINITION. An expression of the form 
(%, 0 *** 0 Z;,,) 0 a** 0 (X, 0 .*a 0 %,)3 
m> 1, each n, > 1, is called a sum-of-products expression, with each 
g, 0 ..a 0 g,,i a summand. The expression is minimal if, for every i and j, the 
deletion of qj produces an expression which designates a strictly smaller family. 
Since summation is commutative, the ordering of the summands in an expression 
will be ignored. In other words, we shall consider two expressions to be identical if 
they differ only by a permutation of their summands. 
DEFINITION. A grammatical family 9 is prime (respectively, additively prime) if, 
for every pair of grammatical families g and Lz$ such that 9 s g 0 P2 
(respectively, 40 s g 0 4f:), either ip s: L$ or P s g. 
If a family is prime, then it is additively prime. In fact, a family is additively prime 
if and only if it is the finite product of one or more prime families [ 71. 
The following theorem is proved in [7]: 
PRIME DECOMPOSITION THEOREM. Every grammatical family is a unique minimal 
sum of products of prime grammatical families. 
The collection of proper grammatical families is the smallest collection containing 
the family 9 of regular sets and closed under the operations 0, 0, &, and a ternary 
operator K defined as follows [7]: 
DEFINITION. A grammar G = (V, C, P, a) is a split linear grammar if the right- 
hand side of every production in P is in A (V - C) U C U (V - Z) B for some disjoint 
subsets A, B, and C of 22 In such a case, we use the notation G = 
(V, A U CUB, P, a). For all families g, L$, g of languages, E-(3, _G$, U;) is the 
family of all languages of the form r(L), where L = L(G) for some split linear 
grammar G = (V, A U CUB, P, a) and r is a substitution on (A U CUB)* such that 
r(x) is in q, P2, or g if x is in A, C, or B, respectively. 
Clearly, K(ik; , if7,, itj) E fF(lp;, P;,Y’;) if g E 4p,! for each i. 
Notation. The following five symbols, with or without subscripts or primes, will 
have the indicated meanings: 
.F?: a proper grammatical family, i.e., a grammatical family such that 9 E 
~~S%F’ 
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a: an additively prime proper grammatical family. 
9: a prime proper grammatical family. 
.F: a proper grammatical family of the form y(y). 
a: a proper grammatical family of the form a(,!?, fJ?, 55”). 
It is shown in [7] that a proper grammatical family is prime if and only if it has 
the form &(5?) or a(.!?, csl, P’). It is shown later in this section (Lemma 1.10) that 
these types do not overlap, i.e., for no jt and d is it true that jt = K. 
Note that 5%’ 0 5? = 5? 0 9’ = y for, all g, i.e., the family 9 of regular sets 
serves as a multiplicative identity for the collection of all proper grammatical 
families. Consequently, the convention will be adopted that 5 0 g+ 1 0 --. 0 .q 
denotes 9 when j < i. 
We shall write (Pi, F;) c (g, , FJ as an abbreviation for g; c Pi and ,y; s %yi, 
and shall say that (Pi, Z?‘;) and (y,, FJ are incomparable if neither (??I, .iY;) c 
(Fj , I?*) nor (y, , FJ C (Yi, Y;) is true. 
The rest of the section is concerned with a number of technical results about the ~ 
operator. We start with some elementary facts (four lemmas and three corollaries). 
For all P, , ,q, F3, K(F, , ,F;, <F3) is the family of all finite unions of languages of 
the form 
(*) UwinR r,(w) @,(WR), 
where R is in 9, L, is in <yz, and ti is a q-substitution.5 
Lemmas 1.1 and 1.2 are derived from (*). Details are in [7]. 
1.1 LEMMA. g(‘!?, ,F; @ . . . o,~,~~‘)=a(.~,.~;,.~‘)o...o~(.~).Fi,,.~’). 
1.2 LEMMA. a(~;,~,.~)=d(S3(~),~,~(~)). 
Lemmas 1.3 and 1.4 are also derived from (*). 
1.3 LEMMA. ~~‘IO~O‘F?3CR(.~,.~,.~). 
Proof. This follows from (*) by letting R = (a), where a is a single symbol. 1 
1.4 LEMMA. a(~‘,,a(~~,~?,,~~),~)~~(~71O~,~~,~O~?;). 
Proof. By (*), each language in the left-hand family is a finite union of languages 
of the form 
L = u u r,(u) r:(v) L*r;(UR) r,(UR), 
uinR uinR’ 
where R, R’ are in 9, L, is in 5?*;, and ri(r;) is a q- (g;-) substitution. Without loss 
* A substitution r is a .F-substitution if r(x) is in % for each symbol x. 
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of generality we may assume that R and R’ have disjoint alphabets, so ri and rf can 
be extended to a single <q @ F;-substitution ui on the union of their alphabets. Then 
L = (J o,(w)L,a,(wR). 
winRR’ 
By (*), finite unions of languages of this form are in 8(g @ <YFi, ,q, ,Y3 @ Y;). 4 
1.5 COROLLARY. <g Q a(<~,,q,.!q~ ,Y,= d(,q,.q,q). 
Proof: 
The reverse inclusion is immediate. # 
The reverse inclusions are immediate. 1 
1.7 COROLLARY. Zf (.YI, FI) E (,q, .g), then 
g(q) q 0 g, Lq = d(q) g @ ;%;, Lq) = t?-(q) g, Lq). 
pro& Suppose (yi, <v;) C (F,, F3). By symmetry, it suffkes to show the 
equality of a@, ,T; 0 ,V2, Y3) and a(g, F2, F3). NOW 
~(~,~~IO~,~)C~(~;,~"I~~?,O~,.~) 
c-a(q,a(~;,g,.~';),q) by Lemma 1.3, 
Eg(.q;,q,z3) by Corollary 1.6. 
The reverse inclusion is immediate. 1 
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The remaining results are somewhat deeper, and are needed for the containment 
decision procedure in the next section. 
1.8 LEMMA. d(~,,~,,~)C~(~)~~&(.'j;,~,.F;)E.~. 
Proof: Since ,‘? G R(Y), the if direction is immediate. To show the converse, 
suppose that a(.%, F2, .g) G s(F). Let L be in d(,q , ,F2, F3) and 
L’={a”wb”]n&l,winL}, 
where a and b are new letters. Then L’ is in 
since 5%’ G q for each i, 
by Corollary 1.5, 
But by [2, Theorem 11, given a full semi-AFL P, a language of the form L’ is in 
g(Y) iff it is in .P. Hence, L’ is in 5?, so L is in p(L’) G Y. Therefore 
w(q;,.q,~QE%. I 
1.9 LEMMA. If csl, 0 a2 E fF(s7;, oI,sT;), then either 0, csS;, (isl, ~~5, or 
(PI,QG!,G&~n~&. 
Proof. The argument is involved, and is relegated to the Appendix. 1 
1.10 LEMMA. For all ST and g, Y # g. 
Proof: Suppose X = d for some jr and 6. Since d is prime, it follows from [ 7, 
Corollary 4 of the prime decomposition theorem] that a has one of the following 
forms : 
(i) K = 5?, 
(ii) d = g(<q 0 . . . 0 _%), with n > 1 and each Lq # F, or 
(iii) d = a(,?, ,Y2 0 ma. 0 Yn_ 1, 3$), with n > 3 and each Sq f a. 
The smallest value that d can be is a(&?, S’, S), which is the family of linear 
languages. Therefore (i) cannot occur. Thus (ii) or (iii) holds. In either case, <T c_ K 
for each i. Thus, g G 4 for each i. Assume (ii) holds. Then d c <q 0 . . . @ ,Yn by 
Lemma 1.8. Since d is prime and a @ 3 for each i, this is a contradiction. Thus 
(iii) holds. Then 
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Since Y2 0 --- 0 Yn_l is the product of one or more prime families, it is additively 
prime.ByLemma 1.9,eitherd~~(~,),d=dOd~~*O...O~”_,,or~~ 
y(Y3). Since d @ kq and &? g Y3, d s?ig(Y,) and g &;“_(Y3) by Lemma 1.8. 
HencedcY2Q--. 0 Yn_, . As in (ii), this leads to a contradiction. 1 
Although not needed for our development, we note in passing that Lemma 1.10 
can be extended to show that T(Y) # d(q) F3;, ,F;) for all F, 3, Lg, and ,q. 
Indeed, suppose R(F) = k?(<T, ‘q, ,F;) for some Y, F, , Lq, and ,g. By the prime 
decomposition theorem and by [7, Proposition C], cE has the form GPI, @ . . . @ CT,,,, 
m > 1. Then 
<3qY) = d(.F; ) @, @ * * * @ @,, ,q) 
=~cq,@,,g)o ***o~(g9@m,.q) by Lemma 1.1. 
Since &‘F) is prime, .&.Y) E FF(g, csli, ,?Q for some i. Since the converse inclusion 
is obvious, y(Y) = d(.K , LTi, .g), a contradiction of Lemma 1.10. 
Suppose (b) holds. Then 
so 
Conversely, suppose 9i Q . . - @ 9, c fT(;T{ , a’, s’s). Two alternatives arise. 
Case 1. Suppose 9, g Xi and Ym Sr X;. First assume m = 1, so 
9, 0 a-- @$ = 9,. Since ,q is prime, it has the form 9i = R(P) or 9, = 
d(,g, @, F2) by [7, Corollary 3 of the prime decomposition theorem]. In the former 
case, 
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By Lemma 1.9, 9, = Y1 0 Yi E~TI 0 6Y’ as’;. Since Yi is prime, it follows that 
Yi C_ GZ’. Thus (a) holds for i = 1 and j = 2. In the latter case, 9, = a(&, @,X2), 
where each 5 = 3(g) by Lemma 1.2. Then Y1 = ST; 0 Y1 0 5 by Corollary 1.5, 
so ~~=&~O,=Y1”,Oz. Thus, S~;~Y,=Y,E?F(X{,@‘,;T;) and 
<q @F;. Since 5 and T1 are prime, they are additively prime. By Lemma 1.9, if 
s7; @ ?I, then .F’, = %;T; 0 L% E ST; 0 G!’ 0 F;, whence <q G 6Y’ and (a) holds. 
Similarly, if Ss; S&F;, then Y1 E G!’ and (a) holds. On the other hand, if ;7; c F{ 
and Xz c Xi, then (b) holds (since Q! G K(&, a, s7;) = 9, c a(;‘;, CY’, s’s)). 
Now assume m > 2. Then 
where Y1 &.Fi and S, 0 ..a QY,=S,&X;. By Lemma 1.9, Y1 0 .e.aYm~ 
Sri 0 GI!’ 0 ST;. Since each q is prime, [ 7, Proposition E] implies that 
<q 0 *** aq_, s53;, 4 0 ‘*a @_, c Gz’, 3 0 *em @:, csT; 
for some i and j, 1 & i < j < m + 1. Hence (a) is satisfied. 
Case 2. Suppose 9, C F; or Ym EST;. Let p be the least index for which 
,Yp @Xi and q the greatest index for which S, @ .FG. If p does not exist, then 
L$ EST; for all i. If q does not exist, then q GST; for all i. If p, q exist and p > q, 
then(i)~~~~foralli,l~i<p,and(ii)~~Sr~,foralli,q<p~i~m.Inall 
cases, (a) is satisfied. Suppose p and q exist, with p < q. Then 
.q EST; ,...) Yp_, CT;, Y,O *** Q~<“,ca(R;,G’,F;), 
z$+, z.F; )...) LY, SF;. 
Since Z$ Gfli and <Yq @.F;, Case 1 applies to .Yp 0 ... 0 L$. Then (a) or (b) 
holds for Yp 0 .. . 05$, from which is follows that (a) or (b) also holds for 
<q 0 *a* O,Ym. I 
2. DECISION PROCEDURE FOR EQUALITY 
Using the technical results of the previous section, we now turn our attention to 
establishing the existence of a decision procedure for equality of grammatical families 
(Theorem 2.4). As indicated in the Introduction, we accomplish this by first giving a 
decision procedure for containment (Theorem 2.3). 
Each proper grammatical family F can be built up from 2 by a finite sequence of 
the operations 6, 3, 0, and @ [4]. We shall therefore define formal expressions 
which depict the way proper grammatical families are constructed by these 
operations. We shall extend our notation to allow g to denote such an expression as 
well as the underlying grammatical family, permitting the context to make clear 
whether an expression or a family is meant. Similarly, we shall define @-expressions, 
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,9-expressions, Y-expressions, and &-expressions, and shall extend our earlier 
notation to permit the symbols Q!, 9, ST, and g to denote formal expressions of 
these four types as well as their underlying families. In the following recursive 
definition, universal quantification is understood. For example, “g(Y, G??, 3’) is a 
6-expression” means that, for all Y-expressions ,Y and LF’, and @-expressions Q?, 
the formal expressions a(& @,X’) is a 6-expression. 
DEFINITION. The collections of .F’-expressions, @-expressions, Y-expressions, .F- 
expressions, and &F-expressions are the smallest collections of formal expressions over 
the 8-symbol alphabet 
satisfying the following conditions: 
(1) 5% is an F-expression and a I P-expression, 
(2) .~(.Y’) is an X-expression and a Y-expression, 
(3) g--(6 @, Y’) is a @?--expression and a .P-expression, 
(4) CT1 0 . . . 0 ,Pn is an CZ-expression for n > 1, 
(5) CZ, @ .a. @ cpl, is a .V-expression for n > 1. 
Note that the set of Y-expressions is just the union of the set of Y-expressions 
with the set of 6-expressions. In addition, every .9-expression is an M-expression, 
and every @-expression is a Y-expression. 
DEFINITION. The value of a grammatical expression is the family obtained by 
identifying .R with the family of regular sets, and .F, W, 0, and @ with the 
corresponding operations on families. Recall that the operations 0 and @ are 
associative. By convention, 0 has a higher binding power than 0.) 
The value of a 5, CPI-, or Y-expression is a proper grammatical family, an 
additively prime proper grammatical family, or a prime proper grammatical family, 
respectively. (See [ 7, Propositions A-D 1.) 
Each grammatical expression denotes both (a) a formal expression, which is a 
string of symbols, and (b) its value, which is a proper grammatical family. We shall 
write .F? = .Y?’ to mean that the expressions .!Y and .V” have equal values, i.e., denote 
the same grammatical families, and shall write .Y E 5’“’ to mean that .V and Y are 
identical formal expressions. Thus, F(9) = 9 is true, but x(9) z .W is false. 
Similarly, we shall write .V c .V” to mean that the grammatical family denoted by the 
first expression is a subfamily of that denoted by the second. 
CONVENTION. All expressions of the form ai, @ ... @ ai,, where (i, ,..., i,) is a 
permutation of (l,..., n), are considered identical expressions. 
Thus, &(3’) @ 9’ 3 9 @ $(9). 
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Note that each expression has the form 6Y, @ - - - @ a,, m > 1, and hence the form 
(.%, 0 *** 0 -p,“,)O a’* 0 (Z, 0 em* 0 z!J, 
each ni > 1. (The grouping parentheses, included for clarity, and the symbols “.=s” 
between 0 and 0, and @ and 0, are metasymbols and do not occur in the actual 
formal expression.) Thus, a grammatical expression for a proper grammatical family 
represents a decomposition into a sum of products of prime families (where, in 
addition, each prime family might be further decomposed into smaller families under 
3 and Er). However, this decomposition is not necessarily the unique minimal 
representation of the family in terms of primes. 
We now show that each proper grammatical family is represented by an 
expression. 
2.1 LEMMA. Every proper grammatical family has an eflectively calculable gram- 
matical expression. 
Proof: If we had defined grammatical expressions by permitting arbitrary 
applications of the operation symbols y, a, 0, and 0 to 9, then Lemma 2.1 
would be immediate from [4]. However, we have only allowed K(F, , .F2, ,V3) to be an 
expression if .Y, and F3 are ST-expressions and <VI is an CPI-expression; we have only 
allowed ,q 0 -. . 0 F,, , n 2 2, to be an expression if each Cq is a .9-expression; and 
we have only allowed Lg @ a. + @ Fn, n > 2, to be an expression if each .T is an M- 
expression. That these restrictions are of no consequence follows from the identity 
(see Lemmas 1.1 and 1.2) 
together with the facts that @ and @ are associative and @ distributes over 0. 1 
Lemma 2.2 is the key to the decision procedure for determining whether one gram- 
matical family includes another. 
2.2 INCLUSION LEMMA. Let .Y and .Y’ be grammatical expressions. Then 
3 c .Y’ lrone of the following holds: 
(1) .FECz,@ *** @a,,, and F”=CY:@...@(pI:,, with m>2 or n>2; and 
for each i there is a j such that Gpl, E a;. 
(2) ~~~~;...Os,,withm~l;~‘~~‘IO...O~”:,,withn~22;and 
there exists a sequence 1 = i, < i, < ..a < i, = m + 1 such that 
Cqj_, 0 *** 0 qj-l s.9; for all j, 1 < j < n, for which ii_, < ii. 
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(b) there is an i, 1 < i < m, such that 3 = k?(T) C!, Ls) and 
(4) L??_.q 0 . . . 09f, with m > 2; F’ is an R-expression; and Lq G Y’ for 
all i. 
(5) Fz &F-(5, G&Y& .F” =F(FQ); and F G F’;. ’ 
(6) .Y s;“-(&); .F’ is an T-expression; and F,, c F’. 
(7) FE”.W. 
Proof: If (l), (2), or (7) holds, then obviously Y G Y’. If (3) holds, then .Y G .V ’ 
by Lemma 1.11. If (4) holds, then Y - 9, @ .e. 0 9,~ g’ since full AFL are 
closed under union and concatenation. If (5) holds, then Y G YA G&Y;) = Y’. 
And if (6) holds, then Y = T(gO) E &(Y”) = 55” since Z’ is an X-expression. 
Now suppose that 59 c Y’. We shall show that one of the conditions (l)-(7) 
applies. Three cases arise. 
Case 1. Suppose either Y or ,9” is not an @-expression. Then 
.9’=rY, @a..@M,,, and Y’zGpI;@ . ..@@A. where ma2 or n>2. For each i, 
pi E .Y E F’ s Gfi @ .a. @ APIA, so LTi E Qfj for some j (since ai is additively prime). 
Hence, condition (1) is satisfied. 
Case 2. Suppose Y and 55” are G?-expressions but .‘?’ is not a .-Y-expression. 
Then CV=91~...~9$, m>l, and .!?‘=.9;~...~9”:,, n>2. By n-l 
applications of [7, Proposition E], condition (2) is satisfied. 
Case 3. Suppose .F? is an a-expression and Y’ is a Y-expression. If 9’ is a g’- 
expression, then condition (3) follows from Lemma 1.11. If 59 is not a K-expression, 
then it is an X-expression. 
Now if 59 = 9, then condition (7) applies. If ,Y zg(.YO), then ,VO z ,Y c Y’ and 
condition (6) applies. Suppose Y = a(&, @,&). Then 55’ G Y’ implies Y’ f 9, so 
Y’ = .~(.Y;) an condition (5) follows from Lemma 1.8. Finally, suppose .Y has d 
none of these forms, i.e., 59 is not a Y-expression. Then .Y z 9i Q . . . 0 Yrn for 
some m > 2 and 3 E Y c Y’ for all i, i.e., condition (4) applies. 1 
We are now ready for the result on the decidability of containment. 
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2.3 THEOREM (Decision Procedure for Inclusion). There is a decision procedure 
for determining whether one grammatical family is included in another. 
Proof Given a grammar form, we can algorithmically determine whether the 
corresponding grammatical family is either pO, YE’,, pa,,, PC-, or is proper [3]. 
Hence, given two grammar forms, we can determine whether at least one of the 
corresponding grammatical families is not proper. Suppose at least one is not proper. 
Then we can immediately determine whether or not the first is included in the second, 
since 9@ f 9c f 9nf,, f 5? f 9& for all proper grammatical families .9’. On the other 
hand, suppose both are proper. By Lemma 2.1, we can (effectively) construct gram- 
matical expressions ,V’ and .V’ for the two families. Then Inclusion Lemma 2.2 can 
be used to test whether ,!9 c 5?‘. Indeed, each case in Inclusion Lemma 2.2 reduces 
the problem of determining whether Lq s cg to a finite set of similar problems, each 
of shorter length. (The length of “cq c cVz” is defined to be the sum of the lengths of 
the formal expressions ,q and ,T.) Hence, Inclusion Lemma 2.2 gives rise to a 
terminating recursive procedure for determining whether .g 5 .%i. I 
EXAMPLE. Consider the grammar forms G, = ({~,&a), {a}, P,, a) and G, = 
(lo, r, a}, {a}, P,, a), where 
and 
P,= {u-+aua, u+<<, <-ata, r-&J. 
Applying the construction in [4] yields grammatical expressions such as 
.V, =9-@--(.a, 9, .a>> 0 a(<a, .%,9) 
and 
for the grammatical families generated by G, and G,, respectively. Such expressions 
will in general not be minimal expressions. (The next section shows how to obtain 
minimal grammatical expressions. A minimal expression for Lq is F(K(,W, 9,9)), 
while the expression obtained for ,yz is already minimal.) 
To illustrate the recursive use of Inclusion Lemma 2.2, let us blindly test whether 
<g E ‘g. In practice, of course, the hand computation would proceed more quickly 
since various simplifications would be made during the computation. 
By Lemma 2.2(l), %, E pz iff #(gin) & gz and ,Vri, E pz;, where a(.%‘, 9,9) is 
abbreviated as gi, (since it is the family of linear languages). Then by 
Lemma 2.2(3a) ((3b) is not applicable), 
iff 
511/26/2-3 
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But $($&) G 5%’ iff EY(9,9,9) = gin G 9, by Lemma 2.2(6). This last inclusion 
is false since none of the seven conditions in Lemma 2.2 is satisfied. Now 
R(Kin) G gin 0 <qi;i, 
iff R(qiJ E qin = a@, 9,s) by Lemma 2.2(2), 
iff .F(Z&) E 9 by Lemma 2.2(3a), 
iff g(9,9,9) = 5$;i, G 9, by Lemma 2.2(6). 
The last inclusion is false since it does not satisfy any of the conditions in 
Lemma 2.2. Hence, q G ,g is false. 
Similarly, we can test whether ,E c cq. This time, however, let us take some 
shortcuts. Obviously ,q z~~(F,~~) @ ,qin =;i(F,i,), so 
I%-(,%?, Lqi” 0 ,Ki”) 9) s <g c q = .9qqi,) 
iff a(.%?, ,q;i, GJ ,~i;in) 2?) G gi, = E--(%9,.4)1,9) by Lemma 2.2(5), 
iff a(9, .!$@ .qi,, 9) E .R by Lemma 2.2(3a), 
or .gi, 0 ,gi, c ,!& by Lemma 2.2(3b). 
But the latter containments are clearly false. Thus, cq and P% are incomparable. I 
Since .q = %g iff ,F; G ,K, and .!$ c 59,) Theorem 2.3 allows us to state the 
existence of a decision procedure for equality for grammatical families. Indeed, it was 
the question of whether such a procedure existed that initiated [7] and the present 
investigation. 
2.4 THEOREM. There is a decision procedure for determining whether two gram- 
matical families are equal. I 
The following two results are also corollaries of Theorem 2.3: 
2.5 COROLLARY. The unique representation of a grammatical family as a 
minimal sum of products of prime grammatical families can be effectively calculated. 
Proof By Lemma 2.1, a representation of the given family as a sum of products 
of primes can be effectively constructed. This representation can then be reduced to a 
minimal representation using Theorem 2.3. I 
2.6 COROLLARY. There is a decision procedure for determining whether a gram- 
matical family is (a) prime or (b) additively prime. 
Proof: This follows from Corollary 2.5 and the fact ([ 7, Corollary 1 of the prime 
decomposition theorem]) that a grammatical family is prime (additively prime) if and 
only if its unique representation as a minimal sum of products of primes consists of 
just a single factor (summand). I 
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3. CANONICAL EXPRESSIONS 
By the prime decomposition theorem, every grammatical family can be uniquely 
decomposed into a minimal sum of products of prime grammatical families. If the 
prime families could in turn be uniquely decomposed into smaller families, then this 
process could be continued and the prime decomposition theorem could be extended 
so that the given grammatical family is uniquely analyzed into a combination of such 
basic “atomic” families as the family 9 of regular languages. Unfortunately, the 
representation of proper grammatical families in terms of 9 in the preceding section 
(Lemma 2.1) is not unique. For example, the following pairs of expressions represent 
the same families but are not identical (for all admissable values of Y, 91, ,T, 
and &): 
(Note that Gsl, @a, and CPI, @ Gsl, are identical by convention, and thus not an 
example of equal but nonidentical expressions.) A restricted class of grammatical 
expressions, called the canonical expressions, in which redundancies such as the 
preceding ones cannot occur, is defined. In Theorem 3.1, it is shown that each proper 
grammatical family has a unique canonical expression. (Thus, two proper gram- 
matical families are equal iff they have the same canonical expression.) Since a 
family’s canonical expression is a refinement of its unique minimal prime decom- 
position, this result is the desired extension of the prime decomposition theorem. 
Formally, our notion of canonical expression is given by 
DEFINITION. A grammatical expression .S’ is canonical if it has one of the 
following forms: 
(1) .V=,R. 
(2) .Y = g(q @ a.. 0 c), where n > 1 and 5 0 ..a @ q is canonical. 
(3) ,‘? = a(.e, GT, 9;), where 6, CT!, ;T; are canonical and 
(a) if ME.8 @ . . . ~,Y~‘,L~?, withn,,l,then.~,;~~aand~“~~, 
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and 
(b) if @ E g(,Yi, @‘,Fi), then (;T; ,Xs) and (6 ,&) are incom- 
parable. 
(4) ,Y=,fla...@Lz:,, h w ere IZ > 2, each q is canonical, and the product is 
minimal. 
(5) .Y’M,@ *.a @ a,, where n > 2, each Qi is canonical, and the sum is 
minimal. 
Our result on canonical expressions is 
3.1 THEOREM (Canonical decompositon theorem). Every proper grammatical 
family 4p has a unique canonical expression 
(‘e, 0 +*. Q%$“,,,)@ **a 0 (Ym, 0 *-* CJTm,,), 
where m > 1 and n, > 1 for each i; and this expression is eflectively calculable. 
Furthermore, ifqj is the value of qj for each i and j, then 
(%k;, 0 *** 0 %,,) 0 *** 0 (%I, 0 -** CX%,) 
is the unique minimal decomposition of 9 into a sum of products of prime families. 
Proof: By Lemma 2.1, 9 has an effectively calculable grammatical expression .Y . 
The following effective recursive procedure converts .Y’ into a canonical expression 
without changing its type (i.e., Y-, g-, and @-expressions remain ,X-, F-, and fl’- 
expressions): 
(1) If .‘? = 9, then .V is already canonical. 
(2) If .Y =$(.Y’), then convert Y’ into a canonical expression 
(.q,a ‘*a a$“,,,)@ *a* @(.qm, 0 .‘. aq,,,>, 
where m > 1, n, > 1 for each i, and each *qj is a canonical Y-expression. Now 
change this expression to 
$1 @ *. . 0 z??, 0 ..* @cPm, @ ... @Lqm,*. 
Then delete each qj of the form 9 and replace each qj of the form .;“_(.Yij) by cYi,i. 
Since each Tj is canonical, each ,gj is a sum of canonical 6-expressions. 
Furthermore, each Tj not of the form 9 or #(gj) and hence surviving unchanged is 
already a canonical K-expression. Thus, .Y’ has been converted into a sum of zero or 
more canonical K-expressions. Now use the decision procedure for inclusion to 
remove K-expressions from this sum until it is minimal. This converts 5” into 9’, 
where 9’ is empty or is a minimal sum of canonical 6-expressions. In the former 
case, replace Y by 9; in the latter case, by g(9’). That this process does not 
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change the value of F follows from associativity of @ and 0, commutativity of 0, 
and repeated applications of the easily verified identities: 
and 
(3) If ,Y = g(&, a,&), then convert LP;, Gi’, and Cc to canonical 
expressions .Fi, @‘, and F;. Let Y’ E E?(Srl,, @‘,.F;). Keep performing the 
following steps as long as any is applicable. 
(a) If ,F?’ E g&F;, tq 0 . . . 0 .%“,,,F;), where n > 2 and 9, LX;, 
then delete LF, from .Y’. 
(b) If <F’ z &r-(X{, <!?j @ ‘.. @ Lc ,s’i), where n > 2 and Cc c .Fi, 
then delete cFn from F’. 
(c) If ,!Y’ = k?-(X; ) 9, YT;), where 9 f 9 and either ,P E.F~ or 
.P G.F;, then replace .P by 9 in 55”. 
(d) If .F” = g-(X;, R(.Fy, G”‘,.Fy), F”;) and (Yy,,FT) G (Fi ,,F;), 
then replace .F’ by k?(;T;, a”, F;). 
(e) If .%” E g-(X;, E-(X7;, G!“, ,Fq), Fs) and (,F{ , *;35) s (Fy, .3-y), 
then replace 5’ by E’-(,F;, @“,.Fr). 
Since each application of (a), (b), (d), or (e) shortens 55” while an application of (c) 
cannot be followed by (a)-(e), this procedure eventually terminates. The end result is 
a E?-expression which must be canonical since (a)-(e) are no longer applicable. The 
process does not change the value of F’ because of the following identities: 
if .YX E <T or A?? C_ Fj by the preceding identities, 
a(.5 9 d(YE?:, F*, F?;), F3’3) = d(q) F*, fq 
if (F’;, Fi) c (Yl, Y3) by Corollary 1.6, 
and 
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(4) If YGYi Q ‘*a 0 Yn, where n > 2, then convert each 3 to a 
canonical .P-expression and delete terms until the product is minimal, hence 
canonical. 
(5) If .F=rr@ a** 0 @,, where n > 2, then convert each ai to a canonical 
a-expression and delete summands until the sum is minimal, hence canonical. 
It follows by induction on the length of .V that the procedure embodied in (l)-(5) 
always terminates. Since there is a decision procedure for determining the inclusion of 
one grammatical family in another, the procedure in (l)-(5) is effective. 
Now every grammatical expression has the form 
where m > 1 and n, > 1 for each i. If the expression is canonical, then the sum and all 
of the products are minimal. It follows from [7, Corollaries 5 and 6 of the prime 
decomposition theorem] that this expression refines the minimal prime decomposition 
of the corresponding family. 
Finally, it remains to show that if A? and .V’ are canonical expressions for the 
same family, then Y E .V’. We proceed by induction on the sum of the lengths of the 
two expressions. (The case when the sum is one is satisfied vacuously.) Since both 
expressions reline the unique minimal prime decomposition of the underlying family, 
they have the form 
.Y G (9,, 0 *** 0 8”,)0 *** 0 (Z, 0 *‘* 0 %,,) 
and 
,Y’z (9;, 0 a** 0 %,,) 0 **a 0 (Y’:,, 0 *** 0 y;J, 
where $, = 9; for all i, j. It therefore suffkes to prove <qj z 9”;. To establish the 
uniqueness of canonical expressions it thus suffices to show that equal canonical 9”- 
expressions are identical. By Lemma 1.10, an Y-expression cannot equal a 6- 
expression. Hence, it suffkes to prove that 
(1) equal canonical .F-expressions are identical, and 
(2) equal canonical K-expressions are identical. 
Consider (1). Suppose that ST and Sr’ are equal canonical jr-expressions. If 
ST = .F’ = 9, then clearly F z 9 and X’ = 9. Therefore, we may assume that 
9’=Y#9. Thus, YE&(%@... @ K,) and sT’z$(&j@...@Kk) for 
some canonical expressions Ki @ . . . @ K, and g; 0 I.* 0 a;. Since XC jT’, it 
follows essentially from Lemma 2.2(6) and (5) that 6 G &I @ ..e @ ??-A, 1 < i < m, 
so t& 0 . . - @ grn c @?I @ . +. 0 t?;. The reverse inclusion is similar, so 
5 0 . -. @ g, = &I @ me. @ a:: Since these canonical expressions are shorter than 
.F and Y’, they are identical by induction. Hence, s’ and Sr’ are identical. 
Consider (2). Suppose that & E K(Sr;, a,.&) and &’ = K(Sr;, O”,.F;) are 
equal canonical &-expressions. Let i = 1,2. By Lemma 1.10, & # ST;. Since ,Sr,! c 
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a’ G &, K G&Y;. Since d G &‘, it therefore follows from Lemma 2.2(3) that either 
g s Q?’ or (5, Sz;) c (7; ,s’i). In the former case, !Z’- = a’ since @’ c K’ = g. 
By (3) of the definition of canonical expression, CPI’ is canonical. Since the length of 
Gpc’ is less than that of &‘, d E @’ by induction. Thus, either d 3 67’ or (6, <%3;> G
(7; , &). Similarly, either K’ 3 GPI or (F;, s”;) c: (T ,&). Suppose that If = 07”. 
Then 
(*) 6’ E a(sT;, g,.9-;) = a(sr;, K(s3;, &sz;),,FT;). 
Since 6’ is canonical, (Xi ,X;) g (T,&) by (3b) of the definition of a canonical 
expression. Therefore &’ = 67, contradicting (*). Thus d f GZ’. Similarly, R’ f 0’. 
Then (Sr; , 6) c (ST:, Sri) E (5, &), whence (&,4) = (ST;, Xi). By induction, 
;T;IF; and 6=X;. To prove 66’, it therefore suffkes to establish that 
a - GZ’. By induction, it is enough to show 6Y = 67’. We shall prove GPI G CPI’, the 
reverse inclusion following by symmetry. 
Consider Lemma 2.2 applied to the inclusion 91 G d = 6’ 3 a(T) cI’,~F~). If 
ol- 9, then Gpl G Cl!‘. Suppose a = R(Y). Since d 5 a(*, CZ, 5), @ &&, and 
Q &s3; by (3a) of the definition of a canonical expression. By Lemma 2.2(3a), 
CPI G G!‘. Suppose a = K(Ry, ot”,X;). Since d = a(&, tF(Fy, 6T”,sT$Y2) is 
canonical, O! & <, @ G 6, and (&’ , s’;) SC (5 ,sS;). By Lemma 2.2(3), @ c 0’. 
Finally, suppose 6’l!=<q 0 --a 09”, where n>2. Since a=K&(,T, 
cz 0 .-a Q .8,, 6) is canonical, ,S, @s7; and ,Pn @ ,;T;. By Lemma 2.2(3a), 
G!EQ?‘. I 
Since the canonical expression refines the minimal prime decomposition of a 
family, we have 
3.2 COROLLARY. A proper grammatical family is prime (respectively, additively 
prime) &Tits canonical expression is a Y-expression (respectively, CT-expression). I 
The canonical decomposition theorem suggests that constructing canonical 
expressions can be useful. However, two of the steps used in the recursive 
construction of canonical expressions appear difficult to implement, 
(*) <q 0 *-* 0 9”, with n > 2, is canonical if each <q is canonical and 
the product is minimal. 
(**) a, @ -.. @ Q?,, with n > 2, is canonical if each Oi is canonical and the 
sum is minimal. 
In both cases, testing for minimality appears to require using the decision 
procedure for inclusion to test whether the original expression denotes a subfamily of 
any of the n families obtained by deleting a term from the original expression. 
However, in the case of (**), it is clear that this reduces to testing that the ai are 
pairwise incomparable. A similar reduction can be applied to (*), as indicated in 
3.3 PROPOSITION. (a) Q, @ . -. @ csl,, with n > 2, is canonical lp the cpli are 
canonical and pairwise incomparable. 
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(b) Yif...@,Yn, with n > 2, is canonical ljJ the Lq are canonical and the 
following conditions hold: 
(i) For al2 i, 1 < i < n, (a) if ,q+, is an jr-expression, then 
~~@~~.,,, 
and @) if,‘+, = a(*, fl,&), then 
.$ g.9y. 
(ii) For all i, 1 < i < n, (a) if<?‘_, is an T-expression, then 
qYz<q_,, 
ProoJ (a) Obvious. 
(b) Suppose that ST c %3$+ I for some i, where ,T+, is an Y-expression. Then 
Cz’oq+l E$+, a$+, E.Z+, GqQLq+,, 
so q(gq+, =q+*. Suppose that ,q c,* for some i, where ,T+, s R(&, ~7, &I>. 
Then 
so $0 _T+, = , q+, . In either case, Cq 0 . . . Q _Fn is not a minimal product. So if 
(i) fails, then Y, 0 . . . 0 ,% is not canonical. The case where (ii) fails is similar. 
Now suppose that ,Y, 0 -. . 0 >Yn is not canonical. Then 
for some k. By Lemma 2.2, there is a sequence 1 = i, < i, < .-a < i,_ , = n + 1 such 
that 
for all j, 1 < j < k, satisfying ij_, < ii, and 
for all j, k < j < n, satisfying ij_l < ii. Let f be the nondecreasing function from 
{l,..., n} into {l,..., n - I} defined by f(i) = j, where j is the unique integer such that 
ii_, < i < ij. Two alternatives arise. 
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Case 1. f(k)<k- 1 (so that 9, 0 ..a ~~~dk9,~...~9k_I). Let Z=min 
{jIf(j)<j- 1). Then 1 <Z<k, and f(Z-- l)<f(Z)<Z-- 1 <f(Z-- I), the last 
inequality following from the minimality of 1. Thus f(Z - 1) = f(Z) = 1 - 1, so q_, 0 
<z s $_, . If kq_, is an F-expression, then (ii) is violated (since %q E ,T_, 0 
~~;r:~_,). Suppose q;-,=a(.&,@,S7;). Then 
By Lemma 2.2(3), either 
(1) g-(,5, @,$)E&, whence a(*%, G!,&) =,;T;, or 
(2) g-(5, CT, 2J c ~2, whence K(;TI , Cl!, &) = M, or 
(3) %TG<6;. 
However, (1) and (2) contradict the uniqueness of canonical expressions. Hence 
Lq 5 ;r2, and (ii) is violated. 
Case 2. f(k) > k (so that $ @ ...~,~~c~~+,~...~.~). By an argument 
similar to Case 1, .q 0 ,q+ I G *9j+, for some 1. This implies that (i) is violated. 
In either case, (i) or (ii) is false if ,Y, @ . . . 0 Yn is not canonical. I 
We now use the recursive definition of canonical expressions to construct a table of 
the first few such expressions. Clause (1) of the definition introduces the expression 
9, which is an F-expression (hence also a 9-, csl-, and F-expression). Since no 6- 
expressions have been constructed as yet, clause (2) is not applicable. Clause (3) 
produces kF(A?, 9,9?). This expression, whose value is the family of linear 
languages, will be denoted by 9. Clause (4) produces Y Q 9 = Y*, 
9 0 9 0 .Y = 93,... . (By Proposition 3.3, these products are canonical.) Letting 
Y” = 9, the families so far produced are 4Pk for each k > 0. Since these families are 
pairwise comparable, clause (5) does not apply, by Proposition 3.3. During the 
second “generation,” clause (2) produces R(Y), denoted Yp”. To simply the 
description, write k < w for all integers k. Then clause (3) produces 
2 < k < o (k = 0 is not new and k = 1 is ruled out by (3b)), 
K(YW, pk, S), k= 0, i.e., a(.&@“, 9,9), 
(k = 1 is ruled out by (3b) and 2 <k < o is ruled out by (3a)), 
and 
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Clause (4) produces all products of the form 
(*) ipko~~;OkQ-**~~&LPk~, 
subject to the following: (i) n > 2, or n = 1, and k, + k, > O,(ii) 0 < ki < w, 
(iii) ki = 0 means that 9” is absent, (iv) 6 is in 
{a@-‘, <R, <a), 6(<SF, Pk, S’), K(L@, .R, P’), 6--(P’, <W, P’) ( 2 < k < co}, 
and (v) (by Theorem 3.3) if 5 = K(P’, S’, .a) or a(LP“, S’?, LP”), then ki_, = 0, 
and if 6 = @r-(/Z, .R, P”) or a(~?‘, ZZ, P’), then ki = 0. Note that 
rS-(9, P, S?) c: &?-(L@, _ip3, .a) s * * * c W(9, LP, 2) 
c a(LP, 9,9) G tc-(LP, .3?,9”), 
and similarly with a(%‘, S, P”) in place of W(LP’, SF, .a); and that these are the 
only inclusions among families of form (*). Also, $P’ c K(.SP, Y”, B?) iff i < k. 
Hence, clause (5) products the canonical expressions 
2(k<i<w,and 
In addition, clause (5) produces various sums that include summands of the form (*), 
such as 
TABLE I 
The First Few Canonical Expressions 
Generation 
number X-expressions &-expressions (;r-expressions” .Z -expressions” 
1 .o a(.%?, .W,9) = P ~0 . . . Qy=yh, 
2<k<w 
2 .9-(P) = 9” ir(9, Yy”, 9), PoQq @Y”‘Q ... 0 a(Y,.a,.&)@ 
2<k<o (see text) P-(.9,.9’, PW) 
r%-(9s 9,9) I/” @ 8(9, P, .9), 
R(.9,.9,5P) 2<k<i<w 
R(IY”, 9, L??) 
a This column also includes all entries in the preceding columns. 
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(where j > 2, k > 2, and i > k + j) in a profusion that makes exhaustive enumeration 
difficult. I 
We conclude with some open questions. 
(1) A great deal of explicit information about the structure of grammatical 
families is contained in the canonical decomposition theorem. Can this information 
be used to settle some of the remaining open questions about grammatical families, 
such as whether the grammatical families form a lattice under inclusion? (It is not 
even known whether the intersection of two grammatical families is always a gram- 
matical family.) 
(2) Analogous definitions of prime and additively prime families can be made 
for arbitrary full semi-AFLs rather than grammatical families. Does the prime 
decomposition theorem still hold? What about the technical lemmas, such as 1.9? 
(The proof of Lemma 1.9 in the Appendix makes explicit use of the fact that the 
families in question are grammatical families.) 
APPENDIX 
The purpose of this appendix is to prove Lemma 1.9. We first prove three 
preliminary lemmas. 
Notation. For each context-free language L, let A(L) = n {Yl.Y a grammatical 
family containing L }. 
Thus, for each infinite context-free language L, p(L) E A(L). No claim is made 
that A(L) is itself a grammatical family. 
A.1 LEMMA. Let p(L) be an additively prime grammatical family and L = 
L,U *** U L,, where each Li is context free. Then L is in A(LJ for some i. 
Proof: Suppose L = 4 or L = (6). Then L = L, for some i and the conclusion is 
trivial. Suppose L is infinite and contains a word w # E. Then w is in Li for some i, 
and L is in _Y& = A(Li). Suppose L is infinite and regular. Then some Li is infinite, 
so L is in 5%’ c A(Li). Finally, suppose L is not regular and the conclusion is false. 
Thus, L is in no A(Li). Then for each i, there is a grammatical family q with Li inq 
and L not in q. Since L is not regular, we may replace each trivial q by 5%‘. Hence, 
we may assume that each q is nontrivial. Thus 
Since 2?(L) is an additively prime grammatical family, p(L) c q for some i. Then 
L is in g, a contradiction. 1 
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A.2 LEMMA. Suppose A and B are arbitrary languages, # is a new symbol, 
L c A # B, and L is in Y for some grammatical family 9. Then there exist n > 1 
and a sequence A,, B, ,..., A,, , B, of context-free languages such that: 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
Proof: 
The cited 
Ai # Bi is in 9 for each i, 
L~uy=,A~#B~cA#B,and 
A #B is in 9 ifA is in A(A,) and B is in A(Bi) for some i. 
Conditions (1) and (2) are slight rephrasings of parts of [7, Lemma 3.11. 
lemma also states that the Ai and Bi are in grammatical families (q), and 
(q), with the property that Ai #B; is in 5F for all A,! in (q), and B,! in (q)R which 
do not have # in their alphabets. By the definition of A(Ai) and A(Bi), if A is in 
A(Ai) and B is in A(B,), then A is in (Y& and B is in (g)R, whence A # B is 
in p. I 
A.3 LEMMA. Suppose .p(A) and .p(B) are additively prime grammatical 
families and # is a symbol not occurring in the alphabets of A and B. In addition, 
suppose that 
A#B=LU fi A+B,, 
i-1 
where n > 1 and L, Ai, and Bi are context free for each i. Then either A #B is in 
A(L) or, for some i, A is in A(Ai), and B is in A(Bi). 
ProoJ Suppose there is no i, 1 < i < n, such that A is in A (A i) and B is in A (Bi). 
We shall prove that A # B is in A(L). 
Let Y be an arbitrary grammatical family containing L. By Lemma A.2, there 
exist m > n and a sequence A,, , , B,, , ,..., A,,,, B, of context-free languages such that 
Ai#BiisinY’foreachi>n+l,LEU~!“=,+,A,#Bi~A#B,and 
(*) A #B is in 4p if A is in A(Ak) and B is in A(Bk) for some k > n. 
Since A#B=(Jr!,Ai#Bi, A=U~=“=,Ai and B=IJr!,Bi. Let l={ilA not in 
A(A,)} and J= (j/B not in A(B,)}. By Lemma A.l, U,Ai # A, and U, B,i # B. Select 
xinA-U,AiandyinB-UU,Bj.Thenx#yisinA#B,sox#yisinA,#B, 
for some k, 1 < k < m. Thus, x is in A, and y is in B,. By the choice of x and y, k is 
not in IV J. Hence, A is in A(Ak) and B is in /i(Bk). Therefore, n < k < m. By (*), 
A #B is in 9. Since _V is an arbitrary grammatical family containing L, A #B is 
in /i(L). I 
We are now ready to establish the desired lemma. 
A.4 LEMMA (Lemma 1.9). Let CY, 0 CZz c 6(3;, a,&). Then either fl, c>q, 
~,C.&,or~l~~zc~~@~~~. 
Proof: Let A EC* and B G Z* be such that p(A) = a, and p(B) = CY,. Let # 
be a new symbol. Then A # B is in CY, 0 a, E K(q) @, 6). Therefore, there exist 
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n > 1, and for each i, 1 < i < n, Ri in 9, Li in IPI, and & and St,-substitutions ri and 
rf resp., such that 
Ti = u {7i(~)Li7~(~R)/~ in Ri} 
and A#B=T,U... U T,,. Without loss of generality, we may assume that L, # 4, 
si(a) # (6, and s,!(a) # 4 for each i and each symbol a in the alphabet of R,. For each 
i, let 
T; = 7,(Ri) Li zf(R;), 
A i = 7i(R i)/(#Z*)y 
and 
Bi = (C*#)\7~(Rp)m6 
Obviously, T, E T; is in ST; 0 @ 0 flz, since ST; and ‘Fz are full AFL and hence 
closed under substitution into regular languages. Since ;7; and Ss; are also closed 
under right and left quotient by regular languages, Ai is in C% and Bi is in %;T. Also, 
Ai~A.(ForsupposexisinAi.Thenx#yisinzi(w)forsomeyinC*andwinRi. 
Hence, x# yz is in Ti G A #B for each z in Lirj(wR). Thus x is in A.) Similarly, 
BicB. 
For each i, Ti = (J {zi(w)Li7j(wR) 1 w in Ri} EZ* #Z*, so that either Li E 
C*#E* or LinP#z*=#. Let I= {ilLicZ*#Z*} and J= 
{jlL,n Z* #Z* = 4). Suppose i is in I, i.e., ~5,s C* #Z*. Let x be in T; = z~(R~) 
L,z((Rp). Then x = yz # z’y’, where y is in ri(w) for some w in Ri, z # z’ is in Li, 
and y’ is in ti(w’), for some w’ in RT. Thus, for each y” in TV, yz # z’y” is in 
ri(w) Liti 5 Ti s A # B. Therefore yz is in A. Similarly, z’y’ is in B, so x is in 
A #B. Hence, Ti C_ Tl EA #B for each i in I. Now suppose j is in J, i.e., 
Ljn C* # 2” = 4. Then y # z in Tj implies y in 7j(R,i)/(#E*) = A,j or .z in 
(C*#)\t;(R;) = j. B Hence, Tj c (A] # B) U (A # Bj) E A #B for each j in J. Thus, 
A #B = IJ Ti = (U, T:) U (U, A, # B) U (U, A # B,i). By Lemma A.3, either 
(1) A#B is inA(U,Tf), or 
(2) A is in ,4(Aj) for some j in J, or 
(3) B is in _4(Bj) for some j in J. 
Since each T; is in ST; 0 G! a<;“,, _4(u, Ti) “_& 0 CZ aLF2. Thus (1) implies 
thatA#Bisin&Q@OS5;,whence 
For each j, A(Aj) c < since Aj is in 5. Thus (2) implies that A is in S; , and 67, = 
<p(A) E~;Z;. Similarly, (3) implies that CC!, GX~. In all cases, therefore, the 
conclusion of Lemma A.4 holds. I 
’ R/S = (x 1 xy is in R for some y in S) and R\S = { y 1 xy is in S for some x in R}. 
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